Suggested Issues related

to GSTon MSME Sector:

Irrespectiveof the bright side of the upcoming GST,it has accompanying challengesfor the MSMEsector
suchasincreasein compliance cost and changesin the alignment of ITsystem with new portal GSTN.
Therefore GSTthrows a bag of challengesfor the MSME'sto explore. Two categories of which have been
mentioned below.
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2- Readiness for the MSME; The technical aspect:
Although the concept of centralized portal for GSTis to be incorporated by GSTN,the challenge which
lies with the MSMEsector is the technical knowhow of the enterprise asto work in sync with the portal.
In the current scenario most of the SMEsare not equipped with ITsupport for accounting purposes,
therefore it would be difficult for them to start working on the portal from Day-l. Below mentioned are
three types of scenario's where IGSTNmay not work.
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technical knowledge.

Platform created by Aggregator

for MSMEs:

With the collaboration of customized AP!'s depending upon the technology used an enterprise can use the software for book
keeping. This would ensure streamlining of all the documents being uploaded by enterprises having different technical skill set
for accounting, further the documents can reformatted

and linked with GTSN so as to ensure correct data entry on the

Would act as a two way intermediate

software

between GSTN & MSM Es.

It would be easier for MSMEs to use the platform as
this would be designed keeping in mind the
reauirements
Integration

for the soecific sector.

with GSTN:

The above platform would be linked with GSTN, where based upon the previous uploads the MSMEs can then file for the final
tax.
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Aggregators Role:
Forthis we propose that a multilevel accounting portal is set up, which for the initial level would have
different categories depending upon the knowledge level of the enterprise, this portal would further link
the entire data with IGSTfor a streamlined processfor the MSME.

The Process:
The portal can act as a virtual accounting guide for-the MSMEsand also as an intermediary system
between GSTN& the unit at the ground level, this would make sure that there is no discrepancy in the
data which is going to be uploaded on the centralized portal. Moreover a dedicated platform designed
for MSMEswould provide more comfort to the units rather than operating on a centralized portal.
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